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1. INTRODUCTION
High resolution direction of arrival (DOA) estimation is important in many sensor systems
such as radar, sonar, mobile communications, and electronic surveillance. In the early
stages of DOA estimation, a general approach which was related to the Fourier transform,
and came to be known as conventional beamforming, was given the most attention.
However, one of the main problems with conventional beamforming (conventional array
processing) is concerned with their inability to resolve two sources which are positioned
close together. This inability is a consequence of the fact that the resolution of
conventional arrays is limited by the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR). The inability has given
rise to a new class of techniques that have been used for the location of emitting sources
(Mermoz 1981). These techniques are called High Resolution (or Superresolution)
techniques. The most important methods belonging to this class of techniques are

Î the so-called Maximum Likelihood Method (ML) which is based on the
work of Capon (1969) on frequency-wavenumber analysis,
Î the Maximum Entropy Method (ME) of Burg (1975), and,
Î the Signal Subspace type techniques (Schmidt 1981) with the most
representative of this class being the popular MuSIC algorithm.
Currently signal-subspace techniques may be considered as the most powerful approach
and they are based on the eigenvector decomposition of the array data covariance matrix
l%% . Their chief advantages over conventional and other superresolution techniques,
including both the ML and ME methods (Johnson and Miner 1986), are that
Î they produce estimates capable of yielding higher resolving power,
Î ambiguities are reduced, and
Î they yield asymptotically exact estimates for the DOA, or other signal and
noise field parameters.
These techniques are, however, known to be sensitive to sampling and modelling errors
and uncertainties. In particular they are based on the precise knowledge of the array in
terms of its geometry (sensor location), sensor gain and phase, mutual coupling between
array elements etc.. If signal subspace-type methods are applied with incorrect array
parameters, they essentially break down or, at the best, give poor results. Thus, calibration
with respect to array parameters is a prerequisite in signal subspace techniques (Fistas and
Manikas 1994).
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Much recent effort has been devoted to the question of handling coherent (multipath)
sources. It is well known that MuSIC, for instance, fails to resolve coherent (fully
correlated) sources. This failure is a serious limitation since there are many situations in
which signal coherence exists. In order to overcome the fundamental limitations of
superresolution and particularly signal subspace techniques, when signal coherence
(correlation) is involved, a number of new techniques have been developed. An initial and
popular approach proposed for handling coherent signals was based on the idea of
subaperture sampling, or spatial smoothing, (Evans, Johnson, Sun 1981 and Shan, Wax,
Kailath 1985). The spatial smoothing technique is based on defining a number of subarrays, forming the data covariance matrix l for each sub-array and, then, taking their

average, l . In this way the spatial smoothing preprocessing scheme restores the rank of
the covariance matrix so that

F G


rank l = number of signals

(1)

After this, the next stage in the process is to use the previously developed MuSIC

algorithm (Schmidt 1981) in conjunction with the matrix l , in order to locate the
directions of sources. This approach is popular and considerable research effort is being
devoted to the spatial smoothing preprocessing scheme (Pillai 1989). This preprocessing
scheme can, however, only be applied to a linear array of uniformly-spaced identical
sensors. In addition, it provides a reduction of array aperture which implies a reduction in
resolving power and it is, therefore, of limited application.
In this study superresolution techniques which are more powerful than spatial smoothing
will be investigated. They are more powerful in the sense that they are capable of handling
both correlated (coherent) and uncorrelated (incoherent) sources and they are general in
that their application is not restricted to linear arrays.
These techniques are:
Î Adaptive Signal Parameter Estimation and Classification Technique
(ASPECT) (Manikas and Turner 1991),
Î Direction Of arrival by Signal Elimination (DOSE) (Zatman, Strangeways
and Warrington 1993),
Î Incremental Multi-Parameter (IMP) (Clarke 1991),
Î Maximum Likelihood (ML) technique (Capon 1969, Wax 1985).
Of these techniques DOSE may be thought of as a "conventional" method, which
iteratively attempts to estimate the parameters of one signal while suppressing the others,
rather than a "superresolution" technique. It was found in (Zatman, Strangeways and
Warrington 1993) that DOSE was able to resolve the received multi-component wavefield into separate modes which agrees well with those expected from a consideration of
ionograms for the same period. On the other hand, the IMP algorithm falls into the
Maximum Likelihood type category, with the Maximum Likelihood philosophy being used
to determine the parameters
which provide a best fit of the signal model to
measurements of the array data. The signal model includes many additional parameters
and pure Maximum Likelihood Methods typically involve complex multidimensional
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searches. Finally, the ASPECT algorithm is a signal-subspace-type multidimensional
search algorithm involving three different cost functions. In this investigation two cost
functions will be considered both of which are capable of handling coherent and
incoherent sources.
The investigation of the above mentioned algorithms will be performed in a direction
finding environment, using computer simulation studies carried out under various
conditions including coherent and incoherent signals of

Î various degrees of separation,
Î various levels of SNR, and
Î various observation intervals (finite averaging effects).
The performance of the algorithms under various levels of location-errors (uncalibrated
arrays) will also be investigated.
The organization of the paper is as follows:
In Section 2, the problem of coherent sources is introduced and formulated and a brief
theoretical description of the algorithms under investigation is presented.
In Section 3, the array geometry which is also used in the computer simulation studies, is
presented and, furthermore, its theoretical performance limits are investigated.
In Section 4, computer simulation studies are carried out for all the algorithms under
investigation and the results are presented in graph formats, while in Section 5, the main
results from the previous sections are summarized and discussed, and then, in Section 6,
the paper is concluded.
Finally, the hybrid genetic optimization algorithm used for the search of the
multidimensional cost fuctions ASPECT and ML, is outlined in an Appendix.

2. DOA-ALGORITHMS FOR COHERENT SOURCES
2.1. Theoretical Framework and Problem Formulation
Consider an arbitrary array of 5 sensors and a plane wave impinging on the array from
some direction ² Á ³. Then there exists a N-dimensional complex vector : representing
the array response in that direction. This vector is said to be the Source-Position-Vector
(SPV), or manifold vector, and it has the following form:

F

: ~ : ( ,) ~ g( ,) p exp c j =rT _k ( ,)

"

#

G

(2)

where =r ~ % Á & Á ' T is a ²3 d 5 ³ matrix with columns the three dimensional sensorT
locations measured in half-wavelengths, _k ( Á ) ~  cos cosÁ sin cosÁ sin is
the wavenumber vector1, and g( Á ) is the complex vector whose elements correspond to
the gain and phase response of the array elements.

k_( Á ) ~ 2- " cos cosÁ
frequency in Hz and  represents the velocity of propagation in meters/s

1If the sensor-locations are measured in meters then
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#

sin #T where - denotes the operating

4

It can be seen from the above equation that the ! element of the vector c j =rT _k ( Á )
represents the phase delay at the ! sensor of the incident signal from the direction ( ,)
relative to a reference point.
It is clear from Equation 2 that the source position vector : for a particular direction
contains all the information about the geometry involved when a wave is incident on the
array from that direction. Note that the locus of the vector : ( ), D , is a curve, while the
locus of the vector : ( ,), D( ,), is a surface lying in a N-dimensional space. This curve,
or surface, is known as the array manifold. Thus, the array manifold, which completely
characterizes any array and provides a representation of the real array into N-dimensional
complex space, can be calculated (and stored) from only a knowledge of the locations and
directional characteristics of the sensors.
Now attention is focused on the array data covariance matrix, a knowledge of which is
essential in the DOA estimation problem. For an array of 5 elements, operating in the
presence of M directional signals, the array input signal vector %²!³ is expressed as

%²!³ ~ mÀ²!³ b ²!³

~ m ~ " : Á : Á ÀÀÀÁ : #
where ²!³ denotes the baseband message signal vector, and
 ²!³ represents the AWGN of power 




(3)

4

2

while the theoretical covariance matrix is defined as

$

%

l%% =; %²!³À%²!³/ ~ mÀl Àm/ +2 c5
with l =; ²!³À²!³/

$

%

(4)

However, in many cases in practice, the estimated covariance matrix, instead of the
ensemble average, given by Equation 4, is used. In the case for which 3 snapshots, or
observations, %²! ³Â  ~ Á Á ÀÀÀÁ 3 Á are available the data covariance matrix may be
expressed as

$

%

l%% ~
where


3

 %²! ³%²! ³
3

 ~



/



~


3

rr/ =mÀl Àm/ + l

r=m.g+hÂ l ~ 3 g.g/ Â l ~ 3 h.h/

~ r ~ " %²! ³Á
with g ~ " ²! ³Á
 h ~ " ²! ³Á






(5)
(6)

#
#
#

%²! ³Á ÀÀÀÁ %²!3 ³
²! ³Á ÀÀÀÁ ²!3 ³
²! ³Á ÀÀÀÁ ²!3 ³

(7)

On the basis of the above definitions it is apparent that the matrix l%% contains all the
geometrical information about the various signals with respect to some reference point.
Furthermore, the influence of the signal characteristics on the structure of the matrix is
considerable. If, for instance, the number of signals 4 is less than the number of sensors
5 then the matrix mÀl Àm/ is singular and its rank is equal to 4À If the incident
wavefronts are uncorrelated, or partially correlated, then the matrix l is nonsingular
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and has a diagonal form for the uncorrelated only case. However, if l is singular this
means that some of, or all of, the incident wavefronts are fully correlated (coherent).
Further insight into the concepts associated with coherent/incoherent sources may be
gained by considering the most important of the superresolution approaches, that is, the
signal subspace approach. Therefore, the discussion will be confined to this approach
which is based on partitioning the observation space 95 into two orthogonal and disjoint
subspaces, i.e. the signal subspace of dimension M and the noise subspace of dimension
N c M:

95 ~ signal subspace b noise subspace

(8)

where the signal subspace is the range space of the manifold vectors corresponding to the
true sources.
This partitioning is based on the eigendecomposition of the data covariance matrix which
represents the second-order statistics of the received signals. By using the above
decomposition a set of M eigenvectors E , E ,..., EM belonging to the signal subspace and
a set of N c M eigenvectors EM+ , EM+ ,...,EN belonging to the noise subspace, can be
derived. Because of the orthonormality of the eigenvectors, each set constitutes an
orthonormal basis of the appropriate subspace (see Figure-1). The dimensionality of the
signal subspace is estimated in theory by the number of eigenvalues which are greater than
the smallest eigenvalue. Note that all signal subspace eigenvectors are linear combination
of the M manifold vectors : (  Á  ), : (  Á  ),..., : ( 4 Á 4 ) corresponding to the true
sources. The above concepts are employed in MuSIC algorithm (Schmidt 1981), the most
popular signal subspace technique. This algorithm searches the continuous array manifold
in an exhaustive way for the 4 manifold vectors : ( Á ) corresponding to the roots of the
function
Fmusic ( Á ) ~ : H ( Á ) j_N : ( Á )
(9)
with j_N denotes the projection operator onto the space spanned by the columns of
matrix _N , where
_N ~ E4 + , E4 + ,...,EN
(10)

"

#

Figure-1: Partitioning the Observation Space in to two Subspace
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In the case of uncorrelated (incoherent) sources the decomposition referred to above can
be performed correctly only if the dimensionality of the signal subspace is known. This
dimensionality is equal to the number of signals arriving at the array.
The Signal-Subspace techniques are based mainly on the concept that the eigenvector
decomposition of the covariance matrix l%% provides the basis of the signal subspace,
while the rank(l%% c 2 .c) provides the number of incident signals. When coherent
sources are present, however, the approach fails. Neither the decomposition of the
covariance matrix, nor the rank(l%% c 2 .c) provide correct information.
The conclusion to be drawn is that high resolution methods, and particularly Signal
Subspace techniques, can handle the source location problem but they fail to do so in the
presence of fully correlated (coherent) incident signals. This failure is a serious limitation
since there are many situations in which signal correlation exists. For instance, multiple
mode propagation at HF is known to be very common where current research has
confirmed that these modes are highly or fully correlated (coherent) over a short
observation time, and with an aperture of only few wavelengths. Hence, with MuSIC only
one eigenvector will be observed and, then, used as "signal subspace" even when more
than one mode (signal) is suspected. The nature of the failure of existing techniques is
illustrated in Figure 2 where an array of 5 isotropic elements is considered operating in the
presence of two coherent signals. Figure 2, shows that the Signal Subspace algorithm
(MuSIC) fails completely to indicate even the existence of the two coherent sources.
Next the main concepts of the algorithms under investigation for handling coherent
sources will be briefly presented.

2.2. The DOSE Algorithm
The DOSE (Direction Of arrival by Signal Elimination) algorithm (Zatman, Strangeways
and Warrington 1993), is an iterative algorithm which attempts to estimate the parameters
of one signal while suppressing the others. The initialisation of DOSE algorithm is based
on the periodogram

7

*S( ,) r*
Á ! ~
S( ,) S( Á )
/

/



(11)

where r denotes the observed data matrix and S( Á ) represents the SPV corresponding
to direction ( Á ). In particular, DOSE estimates the direction which corresponds to the
maximum value of the periodogram. That is

$

!%

arg max 7 Á 
,

(12)

Based on the result provided by Equation-12, a threshold ;! is set. This threshold is set
to be a fraction of the maximum value of the periodogram. Note that the DOA provided
by Equation-12 might correspond to an 'average' of the actual DOA's, especially when the
sources are close together.
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Figure 2: MuSIC Spectrum for two Coherent Signals (25k and 130k )

The algorithm then starts an iterative procedure where in each iteration DOA's previously
estimated are suppressed, allowing a new DOA to be uncovered and this is repeated until
the peak of the periodogram is smaller than the threshold ;! defined in the initialisation
step.
Close examination of each iteration reveals that it involves projecting the data matrix r to
the complement space spanned by the SPV's of the estimated directions. That is

s ~ jm r
where the projection operator

²13³

jm is defined as follows
jm

~

cN

cm

!

m/ m c m/

²14³

with m denoting the matrix of SPV's.
The effect of j
m into directions other than those corresponding to m may be eradicated by
including it in the denominator of Equation-11 resulting in the modified periodogram
Pp ( ,) =



,)/ rd
/
S( ,) j
m S( Á )
dS(

(15)

Then DOSE determines the peak of this periodogram and thus the corresponding DOA
are estimated. This can be expressed mathematically as follows
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$

!%

arg max 7 Á 
,

$

(16)

!%

If the peak is below the threshold, i.e. if max 7 Á   ;! Á then the algorithm is
,
halted, and the DOA's which have been suppressed to give rise to this result correspond to
the true DOA's; otherwise, the DOA just estimated is compared to a previously estimated
DOA, depending on the current number of sources identifiedÀ If they are equal, the
number of sources is incremented by 1 and the algorithm is repeated.
From the above discussion it is clear that DOSE does not require an a priori knowledge of
the number of sources present in the environment. Furthermore, a careful examination of
Equations (11) and (15) indicates that its performance will be similar to that of
conventional beamforming. Thus, it is expected that DOSE will be unable to detect closely
separated sources and the SNR will play a crucial role in dictating its resolution
capabilities.

2.3. The ML-Algorithm
By modelling the noise as a zero mean complex Gaussian random process, with a
covariance matrix l ~  Àc5 then the observed array signal %²!³ has a mean vector and
covariance matrix which are given as follows:

$%²!³% ~ m Á !À²! ³
; D %²!³ c ; $%²!³% !À %²!³ c ; $%²!³% ! E ~  c
;





H

5

This implies that if there are 3 observations, which are independent, then the conditional
probability density function

8

f

pdf%  pdf% %²! ³Á %²!2 ³Á ÀÀÀÁ %²!3 ³ ² Á ³Á gÁ 
is as follows:

8

f

pdf% %²! ³Á %²! ³Á ÀÀÀÁ %²!3 ³ ² Á ³Á gÁ 




*
3

9 ~~

By taking the log of Equation-17 we have


LF  ln pdf ! ~ c 3À5 Àln4  5 c
À

%

$ %







 5 Àdet  c5 !

3

~

9
4

Àexp c





*%²! ³ c m Á !À²! ³* 5




²17³

!

*

%²! ³ c m Á  À²! ³ 

²18³

V ~ arg max LF , i.e.
Let 
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V



~

3

~ arg max  c 3À5 Àln4  5 c
À
*%²! ³ c m Á !À²! ³*  ²19³

 

~






Then it is not difficult to see that


V ~
À
3À5


*
3

~







!

*

%²! ³ c m Á  À²! ³ 

²20³

V given by Equation 20 back into Equation 18 and then maximizing the result
Substituting 
with respect to the signal parameters we have

6VÁ V, g7

43

~ arg

~ arg




~

3

V 5c À
max  c 3À5 Àln4
*%²! ³ c m Á !À²! ³* 
²21³
ÁÁg
V  ~ 

~

3
r
u

max  c 3À5 Àln
ÁÁg
s 3À5 À  ~ *%²! ³ c m Á !À²! ³* v



i.e.

6VÁ V, g7

43

~ arg






~
 *










~ 3

min 
*%²! ³ c m Á !À²! ³* 
ÁÁg

~








²22³

However, by keeping constant the parameters Á  Á Equation-22 becomes

g

!

3

43

~ arg min

g

~

%²! ³ c m


Á !À²! ³* 





²23³

Equation-23 has an analytical solution given by the following expression

4m Á ! m Á !5
i.e.
V ²! ³ ~ 4m Á ! m Á !5

that is, g is given as a function of Á !
V
g



~

/

/

c

c

m

m

!r
Á ! %²! ³
Á

/

/



²24³
²25³

V ²! ³, given by Equation-25, back into Equation 22 we have
Substituting 
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6VÁ V7

43

~ arg min
Á

3

J *%²! ³ c j À%²! ³* K
~
3





m



²26³

dj À%²! ³d K
J
~
3
~ arg max J  *j À%²! ³* K
Á  ~ 
3
~ arg max J  %²! ³ j À%²! ³K
Á  ~ 
~ arg max D !4r j Àr5E
Á
~ arg max D !4j ÀrÀr 5E
Á
~ arg min
Á


m



m





/

/

6VÁ V7

43

$

~ arg max !
Á





m

m

/

m

i.e.



jm Àl%%

!%

²27³

Equation 27 provides the ML estimator for the DOA's.

2.4. The IMP-Algorithm
The incremental multiparameter (IMP) algorithm (Clarke 1991) utilizes a novel higherrank spectrum estimation procedure with the main objective being to obtain near-optimal
high-discrimination performance. The underlying concept of the algorithm is based on the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian principles and, initially, eliminates parameters,
such as signal magnitude, that have little effect on estimates of the main parameters.
The IMP algorithm is mainly based on testing, iteratively, the SNR using the following
spectrum estimator:
SNR4c ²

4³

~ ´j
m4 c ·: ²

#
4 ³µ ·

r·r/ ·jm4 c ·: ²

4³

(28)

with an initial 4 equal to 1 and j
m0 =c5 .
In Equation-28, r represents the data matrix and

jm4 c ~ c c m²

jm4 c is defined as

m# ²

4c ³

where # denotes the pseudo-inverse operator and

4c

4c ³ ·

~

"

1,

2,

...,

4c1

#

T

In general, any attempt to estimate 1 independently of 2 , ..., 4 will provide a biased
result. Furthermore, the estimate 2 is taken as the location of the maximum of SNR1 ²  ³Á
but, because 1 is not yet accurate, 2 is also biased. However, when values for both 1
and 2 are available, then IMP uses another iterative approach to obtain better estimates
of both 1 and 2 . This is also repeated for 3 , 4 etc.. However, it is expected that
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estimates will be still affected by unpredicted leakage from additional sources, and
stochastic noise.
It should be noted that the search is limited to one dimension, but it is repeated many
times and, in addition to the estimation of DOA's, the algorithm also estimates the number
of incident signals (detection problem).

2.5. The ASPECT Algorithm
ASPECT is based on an adaptive rotation of a given initial subspace up to the point at
which the rotated subspace coincides with the true signal subspace. Then, the number of
incident signals together with information relating to their DOA's etc. is provided by the
algorithm.
Eigendecomposition of a given array covariance matrix provides no information as to
whether the number 4 , where

4 ~ ¶number of sensors· c ¶multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of the data covariance matrix·
i.e. 4 ~ dimensionality of the signal subspace,

²29³

actually equals the number of incident signals, except when the signal environment
involves only incoherent signals.
Nevertheless, whatever the signal environment, the number M provides a lower bound to
the number of signals incident to the array and the following relationship is always valid:
Mtrue  M
²30³
where Mtrue is the true (but unknown) number of incident signals and M is the number
provided by the eigenstructure of the covariance matrix.
The question which is considered by ASPECT is the following: if it is assumed, initially,
that the number of incident signals is K, and that K is greater than or equal to Mtrue ,
that is,

K  Mtrue  M

²31³

then is it possible, in parallel, to estimate:
i) the number of incident signals irrespective of whether, or not, they are
correlated, and,
ii) the directions, and relative powers etc. of the sources?
It is shown in (Manikas and Turner 1991) that the ASPECT algorithm does in fact enable
the question to be answered in the affirmative.
It may be helpful to give some insight into the principles on which the ASPECT algorithm
is based via an example.
Consider an array of 5 elements operating in the presence of two sources. If the sources
are incoherent then there are two eigenvectors , ,, of the covariance matrix l%% which
belong to the subspace spanned by the SPVs ²i.e. S ,S ³ of the two sources. These two
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eigenvectors are known as signal-eigenvectors and are illustratedÁ together with the two
SPVsÁ in Figure-3.

Figure 3: Array Manifold and Signal Subspace for
two Incoherent Sources ²4 ~ Mtrue ~ ³

!  B~ !

It is clear from Figure-3 that the subspace spanned by the signal-eigenvectors is also
spanned by the two SPVs
Es
S
i.e.
Es " , Á , #
where
S " : Á :  #
If, however, the two sources are coherent then the eigenvector decomposition of the
covariance matrix l%% will give one signal-eigenvector E belonging to the subspace
spanned by S ,S (see Figure-4). This eigenvector corresponds to the largest eigenvalue.
ASPECT is based on the concept that there is a unique linear combination of SPVs equal
to E . This is true provided the dimensionality of the array manifold is large enough.

B

H ~

Figure 4: Array Manifold and the Subspace spanned by the Signal-Eigenvector for
two Coherent Sources ²4 ~ Â Mtrue ~ ³
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Since there is no a priori knowledge as to how many actual sources are present, the
approach with ASPECT is to use an initial guess (say three) as to the number of sources
present. Let it be assumed that the associated SPVs are denoted S , S , S (see Figure-5)
and these are selected at random (i.e. the directions of the sources are selected at random).
It should be appreciated, however, that if any initial information is available as to the
SPV's then this will speed up the process of convergence with ASPECT.

Figure 5: Array Manifold, the true-SPVs of two Coherent Sources and the
assumed-SPVs by ASPECT ²4 ~ Â Mtrue ~ Â 2 ~ ³

"#

The three SPV's form the initial subspace R S (Figure-6) and the underlying feature of
ASPECT is that this subspace is rotated towards E , until the point is reached at which E
(which belongs to the true subspace spanned by S , S ) also belongs to the subspace of
S ,S ,S . Then when this point is reached, two of S ,S ,S will become identical to S , S
and the third will "disappear" on account of the uniqueness property of the linear
combination of vectors referred to above.

Initial Geometry

Final Geometry

Figure 6: ASPECT's initial and final Geometry where S=" Sa ,
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The direction of rotation, and the way in which the rotation is performed, gives rise to a
particular cost function.
Two of the three cost functions associated with various rotational procedures will be
considered in this paper. The first is

J4
J  :l

6VÁ V7

5K

4

=arg min
sec# .c)
(: 7 , * ;
Á  ~ 
4

=arg min
Á  ~ 
,/ Àjm À,

²32³


; KÂ

  Nb

and the second, which can be considered as an approximation of the ML into signal
subspace, is as follows:

6VÁ V7
where

with

(: 7 , * ; c(4 3

D

4j Àj 5E
, # ~ signal eigenvectors
Á  ), .... : ( Á  ) #

~ arg min !
Á

H _m ~~ "":,( , Á , ),,


2





....
:(


m

_

4

2

2

array manifold dimensionality  K  Mtrue  M

6

²33³

2

2

²34³

7

V , given by the above equations is accepted as a
Thus in ASPECT, the ! direction V Á 

DOA (Direction Of Arrival) provided that the ! element of the vector

6

7

H
 ~ Vm .Vm

6 7

c

m .E
.V
H

²35³

V and with E being the eigenvector corresponding to the
is not zero, where V
m  m VÁ 
maximum eigenvalue of data covariance matrix. Furthermore, the number of incident
signals arriving from different angles, is given by the number of non-zero elements of the
vector À
It is important to point out that in ASPECT's cost functionsÁ 4 may be taken to be any
number smaller than or equal to the dimensionality of the signal subspace, for instance,
equal to 1. This means that in this case one only eigenvector may be used. This
eigenvector should always belongs to the signal subspace. One such vector is the
eigenvector which corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. This
vector belongs to the signal subspace even if all the sources are fully correlated (coherent),
or if there is only one signal source and its signal arrives at the array having traveled over
a number of different paths (multipath propagation). If there are a number of eigenvectors
which obviously belong to the signal subspace then this additional information can be
taken into account as well (i.e. 4  ).
Thus ASPECT is a DF-algorithm which can be used to detect and correctly locate both
incoherent and coherent sources. The algorithm is general in that it can be used in
conjunction with both linear or nonlinear array geometries. The algorithm can be
expressed as a number of steps as follows:
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STEP-1:

form the data covariance matrix
estimate the eigenvectors _ which correspond to the largest
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix if there is confidence
that these eigenvectors belong to the signal subspace.

STEP-2:

STEP-3:

estimate the Projection Operators of the subspace spanned by
the columns of _ (that is j_ )

STEP-4:

choose K initial directions with K to be certainly greater than,
or equal to the number of incident signals - but less than, or
equal to the array manifold dimensionality.

STEP-5:

minimize one of the following cost function:

=  :


1
l E H m E


j

 = trace jm Àj_
that is,

;

!

6VÁ V7 ~ arg min
$ %
Á

where _ is the (N d M) matrix which has as columns the
eigenvectors belonging to the Signal Subspace.
STEP-6:

find the non zero elements of the vector

c

 ~ 8m6VÁ V 7 .m6VÁ V 79 .m6VÁ V 7
H

i)

ii)

H

. E

and accept
the number of signals incident to the array, from different
direction of arrivals, to be the number of non-zero elements of
;
the directions of arrival, to be the directions which correspond
to non-zero elements of 

3. ARRAY GEOMETRY and ITS CAPABILITIES
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and potential benefits of the Direction Finding
Algorithms described in the previous section, a number of scenarios were simulated using
a 6-elements array, which is similar to an array of active antennas located at a site in
Blakehill, Swidon, UK. The array, which is connected to the ROKE-MANOR
superresolution machine, is a planar circular array of 25 meters radius, with antennalocations given by the following matrix:

r 15.219
r= ~ 19.8338
s 0

24.7861 9.5671
-3.2632 -23.0970
0
0

-9.5671
-23.0970
0

-23.0970
-9.5671
0

-23.0970
9.5671
0

uT in meters
v

²36³

This is illustrated in Figure-7.
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Figure 7: Array-Antennas Location. Directions are Measured
Clockwise wrt North

The simulation studies were carried out at 15.040 MHz frequency, which gives the
following positions measured in half-wavelengths

r 1.5260
r= ~ 1.9887
s 0

2.4852
-0.3272
0

0.9593
-2.3159
0

-0.9593 -2.3159
-2.3159 -0.9593
0
0

-2.3159
0.9593
0

uT in °
v

²37³

!

The detection and resolution lower bounds of this array are assessed by evaluation the
minimum SNR d 3 for detecting and resolving two closely spaced sources at bearings
1 and 1 +" . That is,
SNR 1 d 3

!

SNR 1 d 3

!

!



8 n

~


À* * À "

~





²
* * À " ! À6V

À  b
!




 ³c 5 7

* *



À7

*2 * À7

9

2

8 n

À b



²38³
*  *



À7

*2 * À7



9

²39³

Note that in the above expressions,  is the azimuth which corresponds to the arc length
b 
on the array manifold, which to a first approximation, also corresponds to the

azimuth  b  ~  b " À
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~  Á 
7 Á7
Furthermore, "
V
 ² ³


2









denote the array-complex-voltage gain in the directions of the sources
represent the powers of the sources
is the arclength corresponding to "
is the first curvature of the array manifold (Manikas, Karimi and Dacos 1994)

Then for this minimum :5 9 d 3 the accuracy of the bearings at the resolution and
detection lower bounds is determined by the Cramer-Rao lower bound.
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 ! !
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 d3 !
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À À  ²  ³À6V ²
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2

À À  ²  ³À6V ²


 ³c 5 7

" !

CRB

 ! !À !

CRB

 ! 



À ! 

²40³

By using the above expressions the theoretical capabilities of the Blakehill array are shown
in Figures 8 and 9.
Furthermore since the CRB given by Equation-40 is for uncorrelated sources the CRB for
fully correlated sources is also evaluated and the results are shown in Figure-10.

Figure 8: Detection and Resolution Lower-Bounds for the Array of Figure-7
²"# ~ °³À
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Figure 9: Two Incoherent Sources 5k apart - Error in degrees 6l CRB7 for
the first DOA at the Detection and Resolution Lower Bounds

Figure 10: Two Coherent Sources 5k apart - Error in degrees 6l CRB7 for
the first DOA at the Detection and Resolution Lower Bounds
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4. COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, for the evaluation of the algorithms presented in Section-2, a number of
computer simulated experiments were carried out using the array presented in the previous
section (Figure-7). In every experiment 100 runs are performed and the rms error for each
direction is estimated. Note that DOSE has been implemented in an efficient way using the
fmins.m function from MATLAB optimization toolbox in order to avoid quantization
errors, IMP uses its own optimization implementation in MATLAB, while ML, ASPECT
and A-AML use a "homemade" genetic hybrid optimization algorithm which is briefly
outlined in Appendix-1.

4.1. INITIAL ENVIRONMENT
In theory, it is assumed that the second order statistics of the received signal vector %²!³
are available. In practice, finite averaging is involved. To examine the finite averaging
effects on a particular signal environment, the
algorithms under investigation will
operate on a simulated covariance matrix of 3 snapshots. This will be repeated 100 times
and the rms error for each direction and algorithm will be estimated.
The initial signal environment involves two equipower coherent sources originally located
at (350k ,0k ) and (300k ,0k ), measured clockwise with respect to NORTH (see Figure-7).
The background noise is assumed to be additive Gaussian at a power level 20dB below
that of each of the sources.
Thus, initially, the algorithms under investigation will operate on the same set of 100
data covariance matrices, each formed by 1000 snapshots associated with the above
described initial environment.

4.2. FINITE AVERAGING EFFECTS
In many practical situations the observation interval is small. To examine how good are
the estimates provided by the 5 algorithms as a function of the observation interval the
initial number of snapshots 3 =1000 is reduced successively to 500, 200, 100, 50, 20 and
10. Again, in every experiment 100 runs are performed and the rms error for each
direction is estimated. The results are presented in Figure-11 and, as expected, the rms
error increases with decreasing the observation interval.

4.3. DOA-RESOLUTION
The directions of the simulation studies so far are the directions of the two initial sources
(350k ,0k ) and (300k ,0k ) measured clockwise with respect to NORTH. This implies an
angle separation of 50k , i.e. " =50k . To assess the performance of the 5 algorithms in
resolving closely spaced sources, " is reduced from 50k to 25k , 15k , 10k and 5k angle
separation. This is done by moving the second source from (300k ,0k ) to (325k ,0k ),
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(335k ,0k ), (340k ,0k ) and (345k ,0k ). Each situation is examined for 3 equal to 1000, 500,
200, 100, 50, 20 and 10 and SNR=20dB. Every experiment performed involved 100 runs.
The results are shown in Figures 12-15À It is observed from these figures that he
performance of the algorithms will be influence not only by the number of snapshots, but
also by the angular separation of the sources.

4.4. NOISE EFFECTS
To consider the effects of the additive noise on the performance of the 5 algorithms the
noise power is brought up from 20dB to 10dB below the power of each of the sources.
The experiments then described in Section 4.3 are repeated for the new levels of Signalto-Noise ratio. The results are shown in Figures 16-20.

4.5. DOA-rms-ERROR due to LOCATION ERRORS
It is well known that imprecise knowledge of array characteristics can seriously degrade
the performance of a direction finding system. In this section an attempt is made to
quantify this degradation by carrying out a set of simulations for assessing the errors in the
estimated DOA resulting from perturbations in the location of the sensors. The simulation
environment contains two equal-power fully correlated sources separated by k . The
Signal-to-Noise power ratio (SNR) is taken to be equal to dB and location errors
ranging from % to % (i.e. À to À  meter) are added to the true antenna-locations.
For each percentage error,  different array geometries are created. Figure-21 is a
pictorial representation of the  perturbed array geometries for % location error.
For each array geometry 100 Monte-Carlo runs were carried out and the root-meansquare (rms) error for each DOA was computed. The results are presented in Figure-22.
Figure-22 shows that the rms error is proportional to the location error, which is
expected. It is also clear from the results shown that the rms errors of the estimated
DOA's for the algorithms under investigation are very close.

5. DISCUSSION
In this investigation, computer-simulated signals have been used to identify the strengths
and weaknesses of the IMP, DOSE, ML, ASPECT and ASPECT-Approx-ML (A-AML)
algorithms, operating in a coherent signal environment.
Initially, the additive noise is taken to be 20dB below the power of each of the two
coherent sources. When the two coherent sources are widely separated (angle separation
of 50k ), all algorithms successfully resolve and estimate the DOA's.
However, when the angle separation between the two sources is reduced from 50k to 25k
(or smaller) then the IMP fails. When the two sources are brought close together (to 15k )
DOSE fails too, indicating the resolution limitations of both DOSE and IMP. The
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remaining three algorithms ASPECT, ML and A-AML provide almost identical results for
each of the following angle separations: 50k ,25k ,15k ,10k . However, when the two
sources are very close together (to an angular separation of 5k ), then as can be seen from
Figure-15, both ASPECT and A-AML outperform the ML.
Note ASPECT, A-AML and ML fail to resolve and estimate the two coherent sources if
the set of available snapshots is less than 50 and the sources are 5k , or less, apart.
The relative merits of the algorithms under investigation for the 20dB case are shown in
Table-1.
Table-1: Overall Ordering for SNR=20dB
50k
25k
15k
10k
ASPECT
A-AML
ML
DOSE
IMP

5k

Figure-11

Figure-12

Figure-13

Figure-14

Figure-15

1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd

1st
1st
1st
2nd
fails

1st
1st
1st
fails
fails

1st
1st
1st
fails
fails

1st
1st
2nd
fails
fails

Similar observations can be made for the performance of the 5 algorithms in resolving two
closely spaced coherent sources when the noise power is brought up from 20dB to 10dB
below the power of each of the sources. In this case, when the sources are 50k apart all
algorithms other than IMP provide identical performance. At 25k , IMP fails, while DOSE
fails at an angular separation of 15k À
The remaining three algorithms ASPECT, ML and A-AML provide identical results for
50k and 25k separations but when the separation is reduced to 15k then both ASPECT and
A-AML outperform the ML algorithm giving smaller rms DOA estimation error.
In the worst-case scenario, that is, 10dB SNR and 5k degree separation, ASPECT
provides the best performance followed by A-AML and then by ML. Table-2 shows the
relative merits of the 5 algorithms for SNR=10dB
Overall, it is clear that for well separated sources all the algorithms are successful.
Table-2: Overall Ordering for SNR=10dB
50k
25k
15k
10k
ASPECT
A-AML
ML
DOSE
IMP

5k

Figure-16

Figure-17

Figure-18

Figure-19

Figure-20

1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd

1st
1st
1st
2nd
fails

1st
1st
2nd
fails
fails

1st
1st
2nd
fails
fails

1st
2nd
3rd
fails
fails

In the simulation carried out to observe the effect of an uncalibrated array on the
performance of the algorithms under investigation, it was found, as predicted, that the rms
error is proportional to the location error.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, in every case the performance of the Signal-Subspace-Based ASPECT
algorithm is superior in resolving two sources even when the sources are close together.
The ML algorithm is also able to resolve fully correlated sources but gives a much higher
rms DOA estimation error for low SNR's and small separation angles. The DOSE and
IMP algorithms fail in the case of closely spaced sources.
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APPENDIX-1:
HYBRID GENETIC OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Below a hybrid genetic optimization algorithm (HGOA) is outlined which alleviates
the local minimum problem (premature convergence) which exists in most
traditional optimization methods (including the downhill simplex method, Powell's
method, and the conjugate gradient method). In the Direction Finding problem the
HGOA algorithm has been encoded in MATLAB for optimizing the ML, ASPECT
and A-AML cost functions. Initially a genetic algorithm is use to sort out the
interesting "hill"/area and, then, the results from the genetic algorithm are used as
initial guesses for the deterministic optimization algorithm. In this way, the local
minimum problem is alleviated.
The proposed hybrid genetic optimization algorithm (HGOA) is briefly outlined as
follows:
1 Create three populations of DOAs selected randomly and rank the
elements of the populations in decreasing order of their associated
ASPECT cost function, say.
2 Apply the regeneration rules set out in (Goldberg 89) to obtain three
new populations, denoted SPECIES I, II and III. Select from
SPECIES I and II a pre-determined number of elements having the
highest ASPECT cost functions and use them to replace the
corresponding number of low ASPECT cost valued function
elements in SPECIES III. Rank the elements in decreasing order of
the ASPECT cost function.
3 Repeat step 2, until the pre-determined number of elements in
SPECIES I and II do not have ASPECT cost function values higher
than the corresponding number of highest valued ASPECT cost
function elements in SPECIES III.
4 sort the SPECIES III according to the ASPECT cost function, take
the pre-determined number of elements having the highest ASPECT
cost function, and calculate the average of those highly fit elements.
Use the average elements value as an initial guess for the MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox algorithm (deterministic optimization).
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Figure 11: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =50k &
F=15.040 MHz

Figure 12: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =25k &
F=15.040 MHz
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Figure 13: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =15k &
F=15.040MHz

Figure 14: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =10k &
F=15.040MHz
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Figure 15: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =5k &
F=15.040 MHz

Figure 16: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =50k &
F=15.040MHz
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Figure 17: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =25k &
F=15.040 MHz

Figure 18: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB, " =15k &
F=15.040 MHz
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Figure 19: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =10k &
F=15.040 MHz

Figure 20: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =5k &
F=15.040 MHz
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Figure-21:Perturbed Array Geometries (6% location error)

Figure 22: Two Coherent Sources c DOA-rms-Error due to Array Location
Uncertainties. For SNR=20dB , " =50k & F=15.040 MHz
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Captions to Illustrations
Figure-1: Partitioning the Observation Space in to two Subspace
Figure-2: MuSIC Spectrum for two Coherent Signals (25k and 130k )
Figure-3: Array Manifold and Signal Subspace for two Incoherent Sources ²4 ~ Mtrue ~ ³
Figure-4: Array Manifold and the Subspace spanned by the Signal-Eigenvector for two Coherent Sources
²4 ~ Â Mtrue ~ ³
Figure-5: Array Manifold, the true-SPVs of two Coherent Sources and the assumed-SPVs by ASPECT
²4 ~ Â Mtrue ~ Â 2 ~ ³
Figure-6: ASPECT's initial and final Geometry where S=" Sa ,

Sb ,

Sc #

Figure-7: Array-Antennas Location. Directions are Measured Clockwise wrt North
Figure-8: Detection and Resolution Lower-Bounds for the Array of Figure-7
Figure-9: Two Incoherent Sources 5k apart - Error in degrees

6lCRB7 for the first DOA at

the Detection and Resolution Lower Bounds
Figure-10: Two Coherent Sources 5k apart - Error in degrees

6lCRB7 for the first DOA at

the Detection and Resolution Lower Bounds
Figure-11: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =50k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-12: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =25k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-13: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =15k & F=15.040MHz
Figure-14: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =10k & F=15.040MHz
Figure-15: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=20dB , " =5k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-16: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =50k & F=15.040MHz
Figure-17: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =25k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-18: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB, " =15k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-19: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =10k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-20: Two Coherent Sources c rms error for SNR=10dB , " =5k & F=15.040 MHz
Figure-21: Perturbed Array Geometries (6% location error)
Figure-22: Two Coherent Sources c DOA-rms-Error due to Array Location Uncertainties.
For SNR=20dB , " =50k & F=15.040 MHz
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